Figure 1. SEA TADPOLE experimental setup.
tiotemporal distortions, 3 measuring a focused pulse requires high spatial and spectral resolution. Fortunately, SEA TAD-POLE also solves this problem. To measure a focused pulse with SEA TADPOLE, we use a fiber whose mode size is smaller than the focused spot size. Then one measures E(t) at many positions within the focus, yielding E(x,y, z,t). 4 To characterize smaller foci (with spot sizes <5µm), one uses near-field scanning optical microscopy (NSOM) fiber probes. Figure 2 shows the results of a SEA TADPOLE measurement of a focused pulse that reveals some interesting structure due to aberrations that were present in the focusing lens.
SEA TADPOLE requires scanning and is thus necessarily a multishot technique. But a laser that emits only one pulse per day requires a single-shot method. This, too, we have recently developed and named STRIPED FISH (spatially and temporally resolved intensity and phase evaluation device: full information from a single hologram). 5 The setup for STRIPED FISH requires only two optical components (see Figure 3) . The unknown and reference pulses pass through a rotated low-dispersion 2D diffraction grating, generating a tilted 2D array of holograms. A tilted bandpass filter spectrally separates the beam pairs so that each hologram contains a single, unique frequency (see Figure 3) . A single camera frame records all of the holograms, from which the complete spatiotemporal field of the unknown pulse can be reconstructed (see Figure 4) . STRIPED FISH is capable of measuring even very complex pulses in space and time.
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Figure 2. The measured (top) and simulated (bottom) spatiotemporal electric field of a focused pulse with significant chromatic aberration. Each box shows the intensity versus x and t at a given distance from the geometric focus (z). The color in the plots is the pulse's color.
These new complementary techniques should solve most spatiotemporal light-pulse measurement problems. Their simplicity and robustness should make them powerful tools in any ultrafast optical lab. In the future, using NSOM fibers with smaller apertures, we hope to use SEA TADPOLE to improve the resolution and image quality in multiphoton microscopy. Using STRIPED FISH we hope to be able to characterize the complete spatiotemporal electric field of interesting pulses, such as white- light filaments, or the output of low-repetition-rate high-power lasers.
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